Family Story Time

Weekly Activity Theme:

Outer Space
Trace the letter U

U u U u U u U u U u

Find and color U

Letter maze

Write the missing letter

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Songs

Zoom, Zoom, Zoom!
Zoom, zoom, zoom! We’re going to the moon
Zoom, zoom, zoom! We’re going to the moon
If you want to take a trip
Climb aboard my rocket ship
Zoom, zoom, zoom! We’re going to the moon
In 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 BLAST OFF!
Additional verses:
Fun, fun, fun! We’re going to the sun
Far, far, far! We’re going to the stars

Reach for the Stars
Bend and stretch,
Reach for the stars.
There goes Jupiter,
Here comes Mars.
Bend and stretch,
Reach for the sky.
Stand on tip-e-toes,
Oh, so high!

A Little Rocket
A little rocket roared off one day,
On a trip into space, so far away.
While zooming about, he saw some stars,
Then he circled around the planet Mars.
He saw planet Saturn,
And the Man in the Moon.
Then he saw planet Earth,
And back home he zoomed!

The Planets Revolve Around the Sun
Tune: The Ants Go Marching
The planets revolve around the sun,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The planets revolve around the sun,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The planets revolve around the sun,
They spin on their axis, everyone,
And they all go spinning,
Around and around and around they go.
Books Read Today

Life on Mars by Jon Agee
Snakes in Space by Kathryn Dennis
Pete the Cat: Out of this World by James Dean

Additional Reading

Find more great titles by searching our catalog at hcplc.org
Every Child Ready to Read Skill

Writing

Learning how letters are formed takes practice.
Find ways to make writing part of your little one’s daily routine.

Have some extra boxes at home? Make a rocket ship and label all the different parts:
   nose cone, fins, and parachute.

Resource Shoutout

Hillsborough Literacy Council

The Hillsborough Literacy Council trains and matches volunteer tutors with adult learners to help them improve and gain confidence in their reading literacy and English language skills.

Learn more and connect at hillsboroughliteracy.org